intrinsically anisotropic minerals [Becker et al., 2014; Beghein et al., 2014] . al., 1996, 1999] , and are here superimposed on the Pacific regionalization of Fig. 2 Table S2 . As a misfit criterion we use the variance reduction, V R, defined as
where d obs is a vector with the measured phase anomalies.
139
We employ the exact same FM and OT surface-wave measurements as Auer et al. We first consider the hypothesis that the anisotropic zone extends across the entire 146 oceanic region and is completely independent of sea-floor age. Vertically, the strength of 147 anisotropy ξ(z) is prescribed to follow a Gaussian, defined here as
encapsulating the anisotropy amplitude factor ξ max , the depth z, the layer offset depth z 0 ,
149
and the standard deviation σ ≈ h/2.35482, absorbing the half-width at half maximum h 150 which we select as the parameter controlling the thickness of the zone. We fix h at 90 km
151
(read off from Fig. 2 ) and perform a grid search over the peak amplitude ξ max , varied 152 in increments of 0.005 between 1 (no anisotropy) and 1.2, and the layer offset depth z 0 ,
153
varied between zero and 230 km in 5 km steps.
154
Monitoring the V R associated with the model hypotheses allows us to identify, to first 155 order, an optimal set of parameters for ξ max and z 0 and the different oceans (Fig. 3a) . Our 156 results confirm that oceanic radial anisotropy is essential to fit surface-wave datasets, and
157
show that best-fit values for depth and strength of anisotropy can be roughly identified.
158
To derive confidence intervals for these estimates, we normalize the V R between zero and 159 100%, least-squares fit a multi-variate 2D Gaussian to the cropped upper 10% of the misfit- by the 99% iso-contour of the Gaussian (see the black error ellipse in Fig. 3a) . The results
162
for the different oceans are similar in terms of the general shape of the misfit contours 163 but yield different best-fit depths, anisotropy strengths and misfits. The summary given 164 in Table S1 shows that the Pacific data subset prefers the anisotropic zone to be slightly 165 deeper and stronger compared to the Indian and the Atlantic datasets, at z 0 of ≈ 110 km 166 and 80 km and ξ max of 1.1 and 1.07 for Pacific and Atlantic, respectively (Table S1 ). This 167 suggests intra-oceanic differences, perhaps related to differences in spreading rate, and is are broadly compatible with the imaged ξ amplitudes for realistic pyroxene fractions.
175
Having identified a set of best-fit offset depths and the anisotropy peak amplitudes, we 176 perform an additional two-dimensional grid search in which the center depth is fixed, to 177 assess trade-offs between thickness and peak amplitude of the zone. As shown in Fig. S5 ,
178
the VR surface less clearly plateaus at a certain best-fit set of parameters, which shows 179 that thickness and peak amplitude significantly trade-off with each other, manifesting in 180 a rather broad zone of different combinations of ξ max peak amplitudes and thicknesses 181 h (corresponding to similar total anisotropy "strength") that achieve almost the same 182 data-misfits. While, for convenience, we present "best-fit" layer models for the different 
where T 0 is the surface temperature, T 1 is the asthenospheric temperature, T is tem- 
where c = 2 · erf −1 (T ). The temperature dependent κ isotherms for 1200
• C of Fig 
at location x, where eq. (5) approximates models that flatten out after a certain age: c 206 still controls the slope of the thickness curve and a defines the Gaussian's offset depth at 207 the spreading center. The parameter a is chosen such that z 1 , averaged over the ocean 208 under investigation, is equal to the best fit layer depth that has been found in the age-209 independent experiment shown in Fig. 2a . The functionτ is given by
where τ (x) are the spatially dependent ages from Müller et al. [2008] . This parameteriza-211 tion allows us to vary between age-independent end-member ξ models (i.e. the flat layer 212 cases, with the age factor c → 0 or the flattening age f → 0) and age-dependent models 213 following different half-space cooling isotherms and turning flat at larger ages.
214
We again perform a two-dimensional grid search, now over the parameters c and f , 215 keeping h at 90 km and z 0 fixed at the best-fit value found for the flat layer case. We explain the data equally well.
222
We illustrate the results via two particulars (Fig. 3b) , model B with a half-space cool-
223
ing type of age-dependence but flattening at f = 70 Ma, and model A with the full 224 age-dependence one would expect from the 1200 • C HSC isotherm [Becker et al., 2014] .
225
As indicated by their position in the misfit contour map, model A fits the data worse,
226
confirming that strong age-dependence is not an ideal model for the radially anisotropic 227 anomaly. The "roughness" of our conceptual models (black contours in Fig. 3b) dynamical cause is unclear, but might be related to the onset of small scale convection.
248
Hence, there are complexities in thermal boundary layers beyond HSC that are apparent 249 even in isotropic structure, and those can be expected to locally modify LPO formation.
250
This also becomes apparent when age-referrencing the purely LPO-based ξ predictions of (Table S1) 
Relation between anisotropy and interfaces
Our hypothesis-tests (Fig. 3) confirm that the weak to absent age-dependence in to- with constraints from tomography. We infer that anisotropy may be a consequence of the 333 same fabrics that are responsible for the observed seismic interfaces.
334
The question arises as to how a thermal interpretation of the lithosphere (Fig. 1) 
335
can be reconciled with observations of relatively shallower upper-mantle discontinuities.
336
The assumption that receiver function estimates within oceanic plates mark the bot- 
Conceptual interpretation
We propose the following model of the oceanic lithosphere (Fig. 4) 
Conclusions
Our experiments show that seismological-geodynamic hypotheses including a radially 361 anisotropic layer with a strong age dependence achieve lower data fits than models which 362 are weakly age-dependent. We infer that the observation of an radially anisotropic layer D R A F T June 23, 2015, 6:28pm D R A F T that is bracketed by the two impedance contrasts is a robust feature, and due to a com- resented with an age-independent Gaussian. The dark and the white zones represent the geodynamic and experimental LPO predictions of peak radial anisotropy strength, from Becker et al.
[2008] (Fig. S6) and Hansen et al. [2014] , respectively, for regular A type fabrics, and the white dashed line is the average peak depth from Becker et al. [2008] . b) Variance reductions in the case where we dial between age-dependent and flat-layer type conceptual models. There is some preference for entirely age-independent models and models that flatten out at young ages (e.g. model B) over models that follow the geodynamically meaningful isotherms (such as the 1200 • C isotherm, e.g. model A). The black isocontours mark the normalized roughness associated with each model and show that the completely age-independent models are also the smoothest models. 
